
it's all 
about lines...

self-propelled | walk-behind  | truck kits | line removal



SELF PROPELLED line stripers are NOT about relaxing and laying

back while striping. VEZOS SP stripers ensure steady pace and

accurate line marking even when striping lines without a ride

along seat or even uphill fully loaded. 
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Yes of course you can ride

instead of walk with a line striper

seat attachment, but lets analyze

the actual difference in use when

working with a self-propelled line

striper; 

Line stripers are not light

weighted, on the contrast they

need their weight to ensure

stability, but what happens when

you need the steady pace but

your job site isn't ideal for a seat,

pushing a heavy unit is not easy

and definitely will not be

productive all day...

PROSTRIPE SP line stripers have

the self-propelled system located

on the line striper and not on the

ride along seat, for exactly this

reason; allowing contractors to

drive the striper instead of

pushing it, no matter the weight

load, road gradient or

narrowness of the job site. 

A cleaver motion control is

located on the bar handle

making it easy to accelerate or

even reverse the striper, a little

like driving a motorcycle.  
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PS 400 
FEATURES:
2.5 gpm | 9.5 lpm

single or double color 

automatic | pressurized

self-propelled striper with
SP system located on unit

PROSTRIPE 400SP
 P S  /  S E L F - P R O P E L L E D  /  2 0 2 2 - 2 3

intersection & city road line striping 

PS 400 INSIGHTS
self-propelled selective steering hydraulic line striper

 *multiple execution available

PROSTRIPE 400 line striper is a fully automatic, self-propelled line striper with
an innovative selective steering drive method. 

The steering mode converts the striper from a free front caster wheel to a
precisely controlled line striper ideal for intersections, roundabout striping
etc. when precision is a MUST!

Its self-propelled system is located on the striper allowing contractors to
stripe with ease and steady pace with or without the ride along seat. 

A steering turning selection indicator with lock in radius points will assist users
while striping curved roadways and roundabout intersections, no tools
needed to adjust the setting. 

The entire operation of the PS400 is made from the console, including a skip
line controller, gallon totalizer & counter, engine & system on/off, kill switch,
engine throttle, hand brake, gun activation & even a cup holder... 
  
Adapt VEZOS double ride method FLIPDRIVE seat and enjoy a panoramic
view of the entire job site.



PROSTRIPE 400SP

SELF-PROPELLED LINE STRIPER
√ SP system located directly on the striper
√ 3-way drive / ride system
√ Motorcycle type motion control drive
√ Operation speed 16 km/h
SELECTIVE FRONT WHEEL STEERING (SWS)
√ Position A: 
Precise steering from handle bar with automotive type 
steel bar
√ Position B: 
Free front caster wheel for increased maneuverability
√ Center lock-in front wheel in both positions
√ 6 ply durable tire
√ Operation speed 16 km/h
WIDE VIEW DESIGN
√ Low profile design for panoramic view of job site
√ Road view ahead even in sitting position
√ Extreme visibility even with glass bead tank in place
√ No head or body tilting to stripe | Safety first

HYDREX PISTON PUMP
√ Hydraulic piston pump HYDREX 70
√ 1 color set up
√ Slow stroke 9.5 l/m (2.5 gal/min) delivery
√ Built in filter 
PAINT HOPPER 115 lit | 30 gal
√ Low profile paint tank for increased visibility
√ Inclined slope bottom
√ Single color with pump inlet
    1 color 115 lit | 30 gal capacity
√ Lift brackets & security hitches 
GLASS BEAD TANK 50 lit | 13 gal
√ Pressurized bead system
√ Steel tank with pop up valve for increased safety
√ Removable loading funnel (no tools required)
AUTOMATIC GUN OPERATION
√ 1-2 automatic paint & glass gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ On board stencil kit with manual airless spray gun & hose
√ Two piston high volume air compressor to support 
multiple bead guns with 3.6 lit air accumulator
OPERATION CONSOLE PS400
√ Turning radius indicator with lock-in system
√ Skip line controller for multiple gun operation
√ Gallon totalizers & counters
√ Kill switch | Engine throttle
√ Engine & system ON/OFF
√ Gun actuator (trigger)  
√ Hand brake & cup holder

FLIPDRIVE LINE STRIPE SEAT
√ Double ascent ride | sit – stand ride along
√ Tow behind attachment
√ Rear extra space for cones or gas tank
√ Hidden tool compartment with anti-slip surface
√ Hydraulic oil reservoir with two divided sections & oil          
level indicator
√ Anti-vibrations control

PROSTRIPE 400 SELF-PROPELLED | SELECTIVE STEERING INSIGHTS
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PS400 SP AUTO | SELECTIVE STEERING | HOPPER

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Paint Hopper
Type
Part Number
PN with FLIPDRIVE

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9941001
23.9941208

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9941002
23.9941209

PS400 SP AUTO | PBS | SWS | HOPPER 115 LIT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Paint Hopper
Pressurized bead
Part Number
PN with FLIPDRIVE

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
50 liter | 13 gal

23.9941005
23.9941210

PS400 SP DC AUTO | SELECTIVE STEERING 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Paint Hopper
Type
Part Number
PN with FLIPDRIVE

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
 2 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9941003
23.9941211

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
3 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9941004
23.9941212

PS400 SP DOUBLE COLOR  AUTO | PBS | SWS 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Paint Hopper
Pressurized bead
Part Number
PN with FLIPDRIVE 

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
3 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
50 liter | 13 gal

23.9941007
23.9941214

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
11.7 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun Auto

115 liter | 30 gal
50 liter | 13 gal

23.9941006
23.9941213

PROSTRIPE 400SP

23.9115501 FLIPDRIVE TB



PROSTRIPE 400SP



PS 300 
FEATURES:
2.3 gpm | 8.5 lpm

double color 

automatic | pressurized

self-propelled striper with
SP system located on unit

PROSTRIPE 300SP
 P S  /  S E L F - P R O P E L L E D  /  2 0 2 2 - 2 3

parking lots & local line striping 

PS 300 INSIGHTS
self-propelled hydraulic line striper

 *multiple execution available

PROSTRIPE 300SP hydraulic line stripers are the ideal units for medium to
large line marking contractors that are looking to get the most out of their
equipment. This self-propelled range can be operated with or without a ride
along seat depending on the striping needs. When attaching the FLIPDRIVE
seat choose between a sitting or standing position. 

Easy no pedal drive mode with VEZOS motorcycle type motion control
placed on the steering bar, twist the grip towards you (so that your wrist
moves down) to drive forwards and to reverse twist the grip in the opposite
direction.

Front or rear gun mount system - no tools needed. The airless paint gun(s)
can easily be removed from the holder and used for stenciling marking. 

Available in several executions such as 1 & 2 color with VEZOS slow stroke
HYDREX piston pumps, manual or automatic, gravity or pressurized glass
bead system...

PROSTRIPE 300 line stripers have a foldable chassis ideal for easy
transportation even in a city van. 

national roads & highways road line striping 



PROSTRIPE 300 SELF-PROPELLED WITH FLIPDRIVE SEAT 

SELF-PROPELLED LINE STRIPER
√ SP system located directly on the striper
√ 3-way drive / ride system
√ Motorcycle type motion control drive
√ Operation speed 16 km/h
WIDE VIEW DESIGN
√ Low profile design for panoramic view of job site
√ Road view ahead even in sitting position
√ Extreme visibility even with glass bead tank in place
√ No head or body tilting to stripe | Safety first

HYDREX PISTON PUMP
√ Hydraulic piston pump HYDREX 70
√ 1 color set up (2 color optional)
√ Slow stroke 8.5 l/m (2.3 gal/min) delivery
√ Built in filter 
PAINT HOPPER 68 lit | 18 gal
√ Low profile paint tank for increased visibility
√ Single color with pump inlet
√ Lift brackets & security hitches 
GLASS BEAD HOPPER 21 lit | 5.6 gal
√ Gravity bead system
√ Steel hopper with wide opening
√ Easy connection, no tools needed
GLASS BEAD TANK 24 lit | 6.5 gal
√ Pressurized bead system
√ Steel tank with pop up valve for increased safety
√ Removable loading funnel (no tools required)
EXTRA FEATURES
√ TCS cooling technology
√ Re-striping pointer
√ Hydraulic oil reservoir 9 lit & oil level indicator
√ Anti-vibration control

MANUAL GUN OPERATION
√ 1-2 manual paint gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ Front or rear gun placement
√ Removable gun for stenciling
AUTOMATIC GUN OPERATION
√ 1-2 automatic paint & glass gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ Two piston high volume air compressor to support 
multiple bead guns with 3.6 lit air accumulator

FLIPDRIVE LINE STRIPE SEAT
√ Double ascent ride | sit – stand ride along
√ Tow behind attachment
√ Rear extra space for cones or gas tank
√ Hidden tool compartment with anti-slip surface
√ Anti-vibrations control

OPERATION CONSOLE PS 300
√ Kill switch | Engine throttle
√ Engine & system ON/OFF
√ Hand brake & cup holder 
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PROSTRIPE 300SP
PS300 SELF PROPELLED 2G | PAINT HOPPER 18GAL

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint Hopper
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9255030

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9255031

PS300 SELF PROPELLED 2G STANDARD 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Console
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun
Basic

Self - Propelled
23.9255027

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun
Basic

Self - Propelled
23.9255028

PS300 SELF PROPELLED 2G | FLIPDRIVE SEAT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Ride along seat
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

FLIPDRIVE TB
Self - Propelled

23.9255029

PS300 SP 2G | PAINT HOPPER | FLIPDRIVE SEAT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Ride along seat
Paint hopper
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

FLIPDRIVE TB
68 liter | 18 gal
Self - Propelled

23.9255032



SELF PROPELLED | 1 COLOR

PS300 SP 2G | PAINT HOPPER | GRAVITY BEAD

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint Hopper
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
Gravity tech - 21lit

23.9255036

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
 Gravity tech - 21 lit

23.9255037

PS300 SELF PROPELLED 2G | GRAVITY GLASS BEAD 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Glass bead system
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun

Gravity tech - 21lit
Self - Propelled

23.9255033

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

Gravity tech - 21lit
Self - Propelled

23.9255034

PS300 SP 2G | GRAVITY GLASS 2G | FLIPDRIVE TB

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Ride along seat
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

FLIPDRIVE TB
Gravity tech - 21lit

23.9255035

PS300 SP 2G | HOPPER | GLASS BEAD | FLIPDRIVE 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Ride along seat
Paint hopper
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

FLIPDRIVE TB
68 liter | 18 gal

 Gravity tech - 21lit
23.9255038



PS300 SP DC 2G | HOPPER | GBS 2G | FLIPDRIVE 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Ride along seat
Paint hopper divided
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun

FLIPDRIVE TB
68 liter | 18 gal

 Gravity tech - 21lit
23.9255046

PS300 SP DC 2G | PAINT HOPPER | GRAVITY BEAD

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint hopper divided
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
 2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
Gravity tech - 21lit

23.9255042

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun

optional
 Gravity tech - 21 lit

23.9255040

SP 2 COLOR | SP AUTO

PS300 SP DC 2G | DUAL PAINT HOPPER 18GAL 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint hopper divided
Color
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
 2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
2 color

23.9255041

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun

optional
2 color

23.9255039

PS300 SP AUTO 2G | PAINT HOPPER | PBS GLASS 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Automatic
Paint hopper 
FLIPDRIVE seat
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 1qty
 2 Auto Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
optional

Pressurized - 24lit
23.9255048

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
9.0 HP HONDA GX

70 x 1qty
2 Auto Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
included

Pressurized- 24 lit
23.9255049



PROSTRIPE 300SP



Lines are all around us; they serve as a safety guide while parking,

driving and even crossing the road. Line striping parking lots,

school playgrounds, sport fields, city roads are a few applications

that can be performed with a walk-behind line striper.   
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Easy to operate and with a low

maintenance cost, PROSTRIPE

WB series offer high production

and precise stripes for a wide

series of marking applications

such as parking lots, city roads,

ports, intersections, cross-ways,

athletic fields etc. 

VEZOS walk behind line stripers

have a foldable chassis for easy

transportation in any city van.  

The airless spray gun can be

removed from the gun holder, in

order to perform stenciling for

signalization of disable spots,

parking slot numbering, warning

and more.

The walk-behind series is

available in several executions

such as standard, automatic,

pressurized bead system, double

color...  
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PS 300 WB 
FEATURES:
2.3 gpm | 8.5 lpm

TCS cooling technology 

manual spray guns

foldable chassis
easy transportation

PROSTRIPE 300WB
 P S  /  W A L K  B E H I N D /  2 0 2 2 - 2 3

ports, parking lots & more... line striping 

PS 300 WB INSIGHTS
walk behind hydraulic line striper

 * multiple execution available

PROSTRIPE 300WB hydraulic line stripers are equipped with a slow stroke
paint pump, offering accurate material pumping and line precision for
striping application such as parking lots, intersections, athletic fields, road
maintenance and local city marking jobs. 

VEZOS T.C.S. technology ensures correct cooling through out the entire
hydraulic & paint system, no matter the environment temperature. 
Compatible with all common road paint, heavy VOC paint, waterborne,
rubberized marking paint, 1 & 2 component.

PS300WB series is available in several executions such as manual &
automatic, gravity or pressurized beads, 1 or 2 color pump set up, single or
double paint hoppers, with line controller... 

With a low profile design even when including the bead system and paint
hopper, the PS 300WB ensures stability and long distance visibility at all
times.

For re-striping applications a pointer can be adapted left or right of the
striper, rear gun mount for long line striping & removable gun for stenciling
are standard features.



PROSTRIPE 300 WALK-BEHIND 

WIDE VIEW DESIGN
√ Low profile design for panoramic view of job site
√ Road view ahead even in sitting position
√ Extreme visibility even with glass bead tank in place
√ No head or body tilting to stripe | Safety first

HYDREX PISTON PUMP
√ Hydraulic piston pump HYDREX 70
√ 1 color or 2 color set up
√ Slow stroke 8.5 l/m (2.3 gal/min) delivery
√ Built in filter 
PAINT HOPPER 68 lit | 18 gal
√ Low profile paint tank for increased visibility
√ Single color with pump inlet
√ Lift brackets & security hitches
DUAL PAINT HOPPER 68 lit | 18 gal 
√ Low profile paint tank for increased visibility
√ Single or double color
√ Lift brackets & security hitches 
GLASS BEAD HOPPER 21 lit | 5.6 gal
√ Gravity bead system
√ Steel hopper with wide opening
√ Easy connection, no tools needed
GLASS BEAD TANK 24 lit | 6.5 gal
√ Pressurized bead system
√ Steel tank with pop up valve for increased safety
√ Removable loading funnel (no tools required)
EXTRA FEATURES
√ TCS cooling technology
√ Re-striping pointer
√ Hydraulic oil reservoir 9 lit & oil level indicator
√ Anti-vibration control

MANUAL GUN OPERATION
√ 1-2 manual paint gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ Front or rear gun placement
√ Removable gun for stenciling
AUTOMATIC GUN OPERATION
√ 1-2 automatic paint & glass gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ Two piston high volume air compressor to support 
multiple bead guns with 3.6 lit air accumulator

OPERATION CONSOLE PS 300
√ Kill switch | Engine throttle
√ Engine & system ON/OFF
√ Hand brake & cup holder 

SP DRIVE ALONG ATTACHMENT
√ Attach to all walk-behind line stripers
√ Adjust seat in height & in length
√ Additional add-ons available 
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PROSTRIPE 300WB
PS300 WALK BEHIND 2G STANDARD

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Console
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun
Basic

Walk-Behind
23.9255010

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun
Basic

Walk-Behind
23.9255011

PS300 WB 2G | PAINT HOPPER 68 LIT 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint Hopper
Type
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
 Walk-Behind

23.9255012

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
Walk-Behind
23.9255013

PS300 WB 2G | PAINT HOPPER | GRAVITY BEAD

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint Hopper
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
Gravity tech - 21lit

23.9255016

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
 Gravity tech - 21 lit

23.9255017

PS300 WB 2G | GRAVITY GLASS BEAD 1-2G

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Console
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
1 Gun
Basic

Gravity tech - 21lit
23.9255014

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  1qty
2 Gun
Basic

 Gravity tech - 21 lit
23.9255015



PS300 WALK BEHIND DOUBLE COLOR 2G | GBS

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Console
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
 2 Gun
Basic

optional
23.9255018

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun
Basic

 Gravity tech - 21 lit
23.9255019

PS300 WALK BEHIND AUTO | PAINT HOPPER | PBS

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Automatic
Console
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
 2 Gun

Skip controller
optional

23.9255025

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun
Basic

Pressurized 2g
23.9255026

WALK BEHIND | DC-AUTO 

PS300 WB DC 2G | DUAL PAINT HOPPER 18GAL 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint hopper divided
Glass bead system
Part Number

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
 2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
optional

23.9255020

8.5 lpm | 2.3 gpm
240 bar |  3400 psi
6.5 HP HONDA GX

70 x  2qty
2 Gun

68 liter | 18 gal
 Gravity tech - 21 lit

23.9255021
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PS 200 WB 
FEATURES:
1.7 gpm | 6.5 lpm

hydraulic operation

multiple gun set up

industrial tires 
durable with marking paint 

PROSTRIPE 200WB
 P S  /  W A L K  B E H I N D /  2 0 2 2

ports, parking lots & more... line striping 

PS 200 WB INSIGHTS
walk behind hydraulic line striper

PROSTRIPE 200WB hydraulic line striper offer accurate material pumping
and line precision for striping application such as parking lots, cross-ways,
ports,  athletic fields, city road maintenance and local striping jobs. 

The PS walk-behind line stripers have a foldable chassis for easy
transportation and storage, even in a small city van.

Equipped with VEZOS HYDREX slow stroke paint pumps, T.C.S. cooling
technology and compatible with all common road paint, heavy VOC paint,
waterborne, rubberized marking paint, 1 & 2 component.

PS200WB line stripers have a XXL front swivel wheel adding extra stability
while striping and maneuvering the unit.  

Ideal for medium size jobs, with a removable gun for stenciling or other
touch up jobs. 

Powered with HONDA GX engines, with a worldwide warranty coverage. 

 *more executions coming soon



PS 100 WB 
FEATURES:
1.3 gpm | 5.0 lpm

easy to operate

hydraulic power

multiple 
gun mount options 

PROSTRIPE 100WB
 P S  /  W A L K  B E H I N D /  2 0 2 2

ports, parking lots & more... line striping 

PS 100 WB INSIGHTS
walk behind hydraulic line striper

PROSTRIPE 100WB is the ideal walk-behind hydraulic line striper for
parking lots, local city striping & athletic courts.

Equipped with VEZOS powerful slow stroke hydraulic pump, working at
230 bar pressure & an 5.0 lit/min flow, the PROSTRIPE 100 offers hydraulic
power in every aspect. 

VEZOS PROSTRIPE 100 has a foldable chassis, allowing this line striper to
be easily transported in any vehicle & stored away without taking up
space.

For extra stability, the PROSTRIPE 100 has a large front swivel wheel and
an improved anti-vibration system, ensuring perfect straight line no matter
the surface. 

Front and rear, left and right gun placement and a re-striping pointer are
standard features on the PS100. 

 *more executions coming soon



PS 200-100 WB

PS200 WALK BEHIND MANUAL GUN STANDARD

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Console
Type
Part Number

6.5 lpm | 1.7 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
4.8 HP HONDA GX

50 x  1qty
1 Gun
Basic

Walk-Behind
23.9017410

6.5 lpm | 1.7 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
4.8 HP HONDA GX

50 x  1qty
2 Gun
Basic

Walk-Behind
23.9017411

PS100 WB MANUAL GUN | PUSH ALONG 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Manual
Paint Hopper
Type
Part Number

5.0 lpm | 1.3 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
3.5 HP HONDA GX

50 x  1qty
1 Gun

optional
 Walk-Behind

23.9410101

5.0 lpm | 1.3 gpm
230 bar |  3350 psi
3.5 HP HONDA GX

50 x  1qty
2 Gun

 optional
Walk-Behind

23.9410102
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VEZOS PRODRIVE HD self-propelled line striper seat, is

adaptable to all brand line stripers and with unique features

such as an ''HD POWER GENERATOR PACK'' (180watt - 12volt) &     

 a multi adjustable seating positing. Available is several

A
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✓ Multiple adjustment settings for all riders

✓ Fits on all brands (US & EU)

✓ HD generator pack (180 watt-12volt) 

✓ Self-propelled system

✓ Tilt engine cover, full inspection & tank refill 

✓ HONDA engine pull or electric start

✓ Comfortable high backrest seat with safety 

contact switch and positioning settings

ADVANTAGES

SPECS
Engine: HONDA GX200 6.5 hp

Options pull start or electric start 

Speed: Operation & Reverse

Max. 16 km/h (10 mph) & 10km/h (6mph) reverse 

Fuel tank capacity: 3.6 lt (0.95gal) 

Hydraulic oil reservoir capacity: 2.7 lt (0.71gal)

Dimensions: 

141cm x 73cm x 115cm (h) | 55" x 28" x 45"

Height (multiple scales) 

Inclination 

Siting length, slide draw bars

Height (multiple scales) 

Length

PRODRIVE HD self-propelled seat is fully

adjustable, making sure that all users find the

correct siting position and allowing them to

concentrate on precise lines.

SEAT ADJUSTMENTS 

HITCH KIT ADJUSTMENTS 

STORAGE TRAY ADJUSTMENTS 

3 positions = 3 size storage options

no tools needed, just unsecure the knobs

FULLY ADJUSTABLE 

vezosusa.com | vezos.co.uk   



Adapt VEZOS "POWER PACK" to any

PRODRIVE HD ride along seat and light up the

job site with a 180watt - 12volt power source.

(available for electric & pull start engines)

HD POWER 
GENERATOR 

PACK

Available LED light kits  connect with 

HD Power Generator Pack

vezosusa.com | vezos.co.uk   

PRODRIVE HD
S E L F - P R O P E L L E D  /  D R I V E  A L O N G  S E A T /  2 0 2 3

Tilt cover design, for easy
access to gasoline engine,
hydraulic oil reservoir and
hidden storage compartment,
simply lift the side lever



COMPATIBLE
WITH ALL 

BRANDS
& LINE

STRIPERS
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PRODRIVE HD
S E L F - P R O P E L L E D  /  D R I V E  A L O N G  S E A T /  2 0 2 3

parking lots & local road line striping 

CLOSED & COMPACT FULLY OPEN

PRODRIVE HD SP seat has a large
retractable storage platform at the
rear end, this way users can carry
along cones, gas tank or even give a
friend a ride :) A hidden storage space
can be found by tilting the engine
cover. 

Powered by a reliable HONDA GX
engine and offered as a manual pull
or electric start unit. Its self-propelled
system ensures a 16 km/h drive speed
and accurate brake system activated
with a foot pedal located at the front
of the unit. 

PRODRIVE HD ride along seat can
connect to all PROSTRIPE line stripers
with its heavy duty hitch kit.
Of course VEZOS design team did not
leave it at that, due to its adjustable
concept the PRODRIVE HD can
connect to any branded striper. 



Truck mounted line striping kits are adapted directly on the trucks

bed with 4 bolts. The entire system can be lifted from several

angles via a fork lift and installed within a couple of hours by your

in house engineer.
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Depending on your average line

striping jobs, desired vehicle size

and investment capital VEZOS

has a wide average of ready to

stripe kits that can cover your

road marking needs.

The RM striping kits are

hydraulically operated and

equipped with HYDREX slow

stoke piston pump ensuring

correct material flow and precise

line marking every time. 

These modules are categorized

depending on the offered

material flow therefore if you are

new to the road striping industry

VEZOS offers an entry level kit,   

for you to start your marking

business gradually and get

familiar with the procedure.

Nothing stops here though, for

more advanced contractors and

larger job you will find striping

kits that can offer up to  38 lpm

with 1 or 2 pumps, simultaneous

left-right striping, pressurized

steel glass bead tank and the list

goes on.
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RM STRIPING KITS



RM 10.0 KIT
R M  K I T S  /   T R U C K  M O U N T E D  /  2 0 2 2

highway road & line striping kit 

RM 10.0 
FEATURES:
10.0 gpm | 38.0 lpm

HYDREX 230 pump (1-2qty) 

double arm bracket (opt)

KOHLER engine
26.5 hp

RM 10.0 INSIGHTS
truck mounted set up, adapt to any vehicle 

RM 10.0 line striping kit can be adapted to any truck and
offers maximum power & production rate, equipped with a
26.5 hp KOHLER engine and double HYDREX HD pumps, this
option is a serious solution for the most demanding
contractors. Take advantage of VEZOS double sided arm
bracket for simultaneous line striping and increased profit.
Operate the entire system from the trucks cabin or deck with
a pre installed skip controller, HD monitor & camera kit.

UNIQUE FEATURES
Loading steps for easy access to the glass bead system,
double bracket and double HD camera kit, triple oil divided
section reservoir, HD air compressor and a fully retractable
chassis are just a few of the RM 10.0's special features that
will allow contractors to get the job done fast and precise.

The truck mounted system is fully retractable and fits entirely
on the trucks bed without any loose parts, ensuring the
equipment's safe keeping and transportation from site to
site. 



RM 10.0 KIT

RM 10.0 HD TRUCK MOUNTED STRIPING KIT INSIGHTS

HYDREX PISTON PUMP
√ Hydraulic piston pump HYDREX 230
√ 1  or 2 color set up
√ Slow stroke 38.0 l/m (10.0 gal/min) delivery
√ Built in filter with gauge
GLASS BEAD TANK 600 kg | 1300 lb
√ Pressurized bead system
√ Loading steps for easy refill
√ Steel tank with pop up valve for increased safety
√ Removable loading funnel (no tools required)

OPERATION CONTROL
√ Skip line controller 4 channel
√ HD monitor & camera kit
√ Manual trigger

AUTOMATIC GUN OPERATION
√ 2-4 automatic paint & glass gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ On board stencil kit with manual airless spray gun & hose
√ Two piston high volume air compressor to support 
multiple bead guns with 3.6 lit air accumulator

FULLY RETRACTABLE - ALL IN ONE
√ Arm bracket(s)
√ Chassis 
√ Slide beam
√ Entire system fits in truck | pick up 
PALLETIZED DESIGN
√ Palletized box type
√ Fork lift pick up 
√ Easy installation
EXTRA FEATURES
√ GX HONDA engine 22 HP
√ Front mounted removable re-striping pointer
√ Central hook lifting point
√ Hydraulic pressure accumulator
√ Full flow hydraulic cooler
√ Divided section oil reservoir
√ 2K material pre-installed set up for future installation

ARM BRACKET(S)
√ Single or double arm bracket 
√ Simultaneous left & right line striping 
√ Complete with electro-pneumatic set-up
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RM 10.0 KITS
RM 10.0 STRIPING KIT NO LIFT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

38.0 lpm | 10.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

26.5 HP KOHLER 
230 x  2qty
3 Gun Auto

 600 kg | 1300 lb
 Included

77.2047527
77.2047528

RM 10.0 STRIPING KIT WITH LIFT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

38.0 lpm | 10.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

KOHLER 26.5 HP
230 x  2qty
3 Gun Auto

 600 kg | 1300 lb
Included

77.2227623
77.2227624

RM 10.0  DOUBLE BRACKET NO LIFT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

38.0 lpm | 10.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

KOHLER 26.5 HP
230 x  2qty
3 Gun Auto

 600 kg | 1300 lb
Included

77.2227625
77.2227626

RM 10.0  DOUBLE BRACKET WITH LIFT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

38.0 lpm | 10.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

KOHLER 26.5 HP
230 x  2qty
3 Gun Auto

 600 kg | 1300 lb
Included

77.2227627
77.2227628



RM 5.0 
FEATURES:
5.0 gpm | 19.0 lpm

HYDREX 230 pump (1-2qty) 

Bead tank 600lbs | 280kg

in-cabin operation
fully automatic

RM 5.0 KIT
level up road & line striping kit 

R M  K I T S  /   T R U C K  M O U N T E D  /  2 0 2 2

RM 5.0 INSIGHTS
single or double color, fully retractable

RM 5.0 is equipped with a single or double high performance HYDREX slow
stroke hydraulic piston pump providing correct paint delivery through-out the
entire striping procedure, ideal for double color line striping.

A full flow large hydraulic cooler is installed on the RM 5.0 ensuring correct
flow & temperature of the entire system. Unlike other designs in the market,
VEZOS entire flow of hydraulic oil goes through the large HD hydraulic cooler
with VEZOS TCS technology, making it possible for RM users to work under
any severe usage.

TCS Tunnel Cooling System technology
All hydraulic elements (hydraulic oil pump, oil cooler, both sections of the
hydraulic tank) but also the linear motor of the HYDREX (1 or 2 pumps) are
within the air cooling stream, making VEZOS innovative design the most
advanced hydraulic setup available in the market

The entire system works with a unique design of separate sections of
hydraulic oil tanks - reservoir, that ensure the best feeding of the hydraulic
pump. This design also maximizes the cooling effect of the entire hydraulic
operation. 



EASY INSTALLATION

SECURE WITH 4 BOLTS

VEZOS RM truck mounted line
stripe kits, can easily be
adapted to any van or truck bed.
The entire system is retractable
and fold-able, including the
chassis, rear beam and arm
bracket. 
Each kit can be lifted with a fork
lift via several angles, due to the
kits palletized design.  

The RM kit installation can be
performed at your premises, by
any in-house engineer within a
few hours. All components,
screws, cables etc. are included. 
If your kit includes a HD monitor,
camera and skip controller set,
then a in-cabin stand will be
offered by VEZOS, free of
charge.
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RM 5.0 KIT

RM 5.0 TRUCK MOUNTED STRIPING KIT INSIGHTS

HYDREX PISTON PUMP
√ Hydraulic piston pump HYDREX 230
√ 1  or 2 color set up
√ Slow stroke 19.0 l/m (5.0 gal/min) delivery
√ Built in filter with gauge
GLASS BEAD TANK 280 lit | 600 lb
√ Pressurized bead system
√ Loading steps for easy refill
√ Steel tank with pop up valve for increased safety
√ Removable loading funnel (no tools required)

OPERATION CONTROL
√ Skip line controller 4 channel
√ HD monitor & camera kit
√ Manual trigger

AUTOMATIC GUN OPERATION
√ 2-4 automatic paint & glass gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ On board stencil kit with manual airless spray gun & hose
√ Two piston high volume air compressor to support 
multiple bead guns with 3.6 lit air accumulator

FULLY RETRACTABLE - ALL IN ONE
√ Arm bracket
√ Chassis 
√ Slide beam
√ Entire system fits in truck | pick up 
PALLETIZED DESIGN
√ Palletized box type
√ Fork lift pick up 
√ Easy installation
TCS TECHNOLOGY
√ Tunnel cooling through-out the paint & hydraulic system
√ Ensures correct material flow no matter environments 
temperature 
√ Easy installation
EXTRA FEATURES
√ GX HONDA engine 22 HP
√ Front mounted removable re-striping pointer
√ Central hook lifting point
√ Hydraulic pressure accumulator
√ Full flow hydraulic cooler
√ Divided section oil reservoir
√ 2K material pre-installed set up for future installation
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RM 5.0 KITS
RM 5.0 STRIPING KIT 1 PUMP

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

19.0 lpm | 5.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

22 HP HONDA 
230 x  1qty
2 Gun Auto

 280 kg | 600 lb
 Included

77.2027514
77.2027515

RM 5.0 STRIPING KIT DOUBLE COLOR

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

19.0 lpm | 5.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

22 HP HONDA 
230 x  2qty
2 Gun Auto

 280 kg | 600 lb
 Included

77.2027519
77.2027520

RM 5.0  STRIPING KIT DOUBLE COLOR + LIFT

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera
Part Number with camera

19.0 lpm | 5.0 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

22 HP HONDA 
230 x  2qty
2 Gun Auto

 280 kg | 600 lb
 Included

77.2027521
77.2027522
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RM 2.5 
FEATURES:
2.5 gpm | 9.5 lpm

HYDREX 70 pump (1-2qty) 

Fully retractable

Monitor | HD camera & 
conroller

RM 2.5 INSIGHTS
entry level truck mounted striping kit

RM 2.5 KIT
entry level road & line striping kit 

R M  K I T S  /   T R U C K  M O U N T E D  /  2 0 2 2

RM 2.5 has a fully retractable chassis. Everything folds up, everything fits in
your vehicle. No loose pieces, no tools, no effort. One operator, one unit! 

Select line patters, monitor your material consumption and life long job data.
Combine the line controller with VEZOS HD camera & monitor kit. 
Make road striping a one man job!

The set up includes a pressurized glass bead system 100kg capacity, with a
wide loading inlet 82mm / 3.2" & with popup valve.

Equipped with a single or double HYDREX paint pump, ideal for double color
striping. Easy guidance with a front mounted pointer, located on the truck, for
precise re striping applications. 

VEZOS trusts HONDA engines when it comes down to powering its road
marking equipment. HONDA GX engines are covered by a worldwide
warranty program.
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FITS ON A PICK-UP & SMALL TRUCK 

IDEAL FOR CITY STRIPING

VEZOS RM 2.5 entry level line
striper has a fully retractable
chassis. Everything folds up,
everything fits in your vehicle. No
loose pieces, no tools, no effort. 
One operator, one unit! 

VEZOS has aimed to design a
road striping unit that is the real
deal. 

RM 2.5 truck mount system can fit
and fold on a pickup truck, a van
or box type truck and can also
be adapted to a trailer. Its heavy
duty steel frame will last a life
time and a custom made spring
system located on the arm
bracket will ensure shock
absorbance, line stability and a
perfect result every time.



RM 2.5 KIT

RM 2.5 TRUCK MOUNTED STRIPING KIT INSIGHTS

HYDREX PISTON PUMP
√ Hydraulic piston pump HYDREX 70
√ 1  or 2 color set up
√ Slow stroke 9.5 l/m (2.5 gal/min) delivery
√ Built in filter 
GLASS BEAD TANK 100 lit | 330 lb
√ Pressurized bead system
√ Steel tank with pop up valve for increased safety
√ Removable loading funnel (no tools required)

OPERATION CONTROL
√ Skip line controller 4 channel
√ HD monitor & camera kit
√ Manual trigger

AUTOMATIC GUN OPERATION
√ 1-2 automatic paint & glass gun set-up
√ Adjustable gun height
√ On board stencil kit with manual airless spray gun & hose
√ Two piston high volume air compressor to support 
multiple bead guns with 3.6 lit air accumulator

FULLY RETRACTABLE - ALL IN ONE
√ Arm bracket
√ Chassis 
√ Slide beam
√ Entire system fits in truck | pick up
 
TCS TECHNOLOGY
√ Tunnel cooling through out the entire paint & 
hydraulic system
√ Ensuring correct material flow no matter 
environments temperature 
√ Easy installation

EXTRA FEATURES
√ GX HONDA engine 22 HP
√ Front mounted removable re-striping pointer
√ Central hook lifting point
√ Fits on all city vans & pick up trucks
√ Hydraulic oil reservoir 9 lit capacity
√ Large industrial wheels on arm bracket
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RM 2.5 KITS
RM 2.5 STRIPING KIT 1 PUMP - MANUAL 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number no camera

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

11.7 HP HONDA 
70 x  1qty

2 Gun Auto
 100 kg | 330 lb

 Included
77.2007513

RM 2.5  STRIPING KIT DOUBLE COLOR 

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number with camera

RM 2.5 STRIPING KIT 1 PUMP - CONTROLLER

Material delivery
Pressure
Engine
HYDREX pump size
Paint Gun Auto
Pressurized glass bead tank
Mount kit
Part Number with camera

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

11.7 HP HONDA 
70 x  1qty

2 Gun Auto
 100 kg | 330 lb

 Included
77.2017516

9.5 lpm | 2.5 gpm
200 bar |  3000 psi

11.7 HP HONDA 
70 x  2qty

2 Gun Auto
 100 kg | 330 lb

 Included
77.2017517
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ROADMASTER 
FEATURES:
up to 30 gpm | 113 lpm

operator cabin / canopy

hydraulic power 
POWERMAX Pumps

platform based
TCT technology 

ROADMASTER
R O A D M A S T E R  /  C U S T O M  B U I L T  T R U C K S /  2 0 2 2

national roads & highways road line striping 

ROADMASTER TRUCK INSIGHTS
long line road marking trucks

Line striper trucks are designed for long line striping and highway marking.
ROADMASTER trucks are equipped with two autonomous hydraulic circuit
systems; ensuring safety & usage economy, single or double heavy duty
HYDREX PowerMax piston pumps with an outstanding material delivery up to
30 gpm@2150 psi and TCS technology throughout the entire hydraulic
system. Choose between our standard setup or custom build your truck
depending on your needs!

While setting up your truck we offer your several operation station options
that normally depend on the truck size, for example the entire system can be
operated directly from the cabin by one person, or by a user located in a
custom built station (cabin or canopy). VEZOS ensures the latest guidance &
monitoring technology with HD cameras, skip controllers will be installed on
the truck, enabling correct striping and communication while on the job. 
 
The ROADMASTER set up is either built directly on your truck or the entire
system is built on a platform base, ready to be placed directly on your trucks
bed. 



ROADMASTER 20 TRUCK
custom built truck line striper

HYDRAULIC PAINT PRESSURE SYSTEM

- 2 Autonomous & complete hydraulic circuit systems
- 2 HYDREX 630 PowerMax hydraulic fully chromed 
piston paint pumps | 10 gpm (x2) @2150 psi
- 4 High pressure pump paint filters
- TCS system cooling technology
- 55 HP Diesel engine

ROADMASTER 10 TRUCK
custom built truck line striper

HYDRAULIC PAINT PRESSURE SYSTEM

- 2 HYDREX 230 hydraulic fully chromed piston paint 
pumps | 5gpm (x2) @3000 psi
or 1 HYDREX 630 PowerMax hydraulic fully chromed 
piston paint pumps | 10 gpm @2150 psi
or MMA HYDREX pump set up
- HD large hydraulic oil cooler
- TCS system cooling technology
- 26.5 HP KOHLER engine / 23 HP HONDA engine

ROADMASTER 30 TRUCK 
custom built truck line striper

HYDRAULIC PAINT PRESSURE SYSTEM

- 2 Autonomous & complete hydraulic circuit systems
- 2 HYDREX 950 PowerMax hydraulic fully chromed 
piston paint pumps | 15 gpm (x2) @ 2150 psi
- 4 High pressure pump paint filters
- TCS system cooling technology
- 74 HP Diesel engine

ROADMASTER
R O A D M A S T E R  /  C U S T O M  B U I L T  T R U C K S /  2 0 2 2

national roads & highways road line striping 
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PROGRIND scarifiers cover a large series of surface preparation

applications, designed only for professional use due to their

heavy-duty structure and high speed cutting technology. 
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Safety must always come first,

think of unleveled industrial

flooring, multiple old line striping

on a road or intersection and so

many other case scenarios that

can cause an accident.    

Surface preparation is crucial for

our everyday safety, VEZOS

offers specially designed

machinery to achieve the best

possible result without damaging

the surface. Line striping removal

scarifiers allow contractors to

remove old markings before    

 re-striping new lines, making

sure that drivers stay focused on

the road while driving.  

The PROGRIND range offers

several cutting drum options

depending on the untreated

surface. Road kits, vacuum

connections, drive along

attachments and many more

accessories can build up the

scarifier in order to tackle the

most demanding surface

treatment applications. 
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PROGRIND HD

PROGRIND HD MULTIPURPOSE WALK-BEHIND SCARIFIER 

INCLINATION KITS
√ optional kits available
ADD-ON COUNTER WEIGHT KITS
√ optional kits available
INDUSTRIAL TIRES HD
√ rear long lasting tires
√ brake pads available
√ multiple sizes available 
VACUUM CONNECTION - PRE INSTALLED
√ Dust free operation
CUTTING DEPTH (MAX)
√ 10' - 250mm cutting depth
STEADY & HD STRUCTURE
√ No skidding
√ Steady drive system
APPLICATIONS
√ Industrial flooring
√ Asphalt
- Line, rubber, leveling...
√ Concrete

BRAKE SYSTEM
√ Slow down speed
√ Entire brake STOP
√ Hand brake no foot / body weight needed

SHOCK ABSORBER LIFT LEVER 
√ Easy, light & instant unit lift
CUTTING DRUMS
√ Side loaded
√ Multiple cutting drum ~ tools options
   - Wire brush
   - Steel star
   - Steel beam
   - Carbide flail
   - Carbide flat
   - Carbide tipped miller 
   - Full carbide miller 

PG CONTROLLER 
√ Cutting depth control
√ Brake system
√ Kill switch
√ Engine throttle
√ System ON-OFF
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PROGRIND HD
PROGRIND HD2513G MULTIPURPOSE SCARIFIER

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 250 mm| 10 inch
 HONDA GX 390 |  13 HP

 70 sqm/h (750 sqf) 
Included
Optional

118 kg
96.5 x 48.5 x 106 cm

11.4430024

PROGRIND HD209E MULTIPURPOSE SCARIFIER

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 250 mm| 10 inch
 Electric motor |  7.5 HP

 65 sqm/h (700 sqf) 
Included
Optional

106 kg
96.5 x 48.5 x 106 cm

11.4430023

PROGRIND HD209G MULTIPURPOSE SCARIFIER

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 200 mm| 8 inch
 HONDA GX 270 |  9 HP

 55 sqm/h (600 sqf) 
Included
Optional

103 kg
96.5 x 48.5 x 106 cm

11.4430022
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PROGRIND LGR

PROGRIND LOW GRAVITY ROAD WALK-BEHIND SCARIFIER 

BRAKE SYSTEM
√ Slow down speed
√ Entire brake STOP
√ Hand brake no foot / body weight needed

ROAD KIT
√ Easy to maneuver 
√ Industrial swivel wheel 
CUTTING DRUMS
√ Side loaded
√ Multiple cutting drum ~ tools options
   - Wire brush
   - Steel star
   - Steel beam
   - Carbide flail
   - Carbide flat
   - Carbide tipped miller 
   - Full carbide miller 

PG CONTROLLER 
√ Cutting depth control
√ Brake system
√ Kill switch
√ Engine throttle
√ System ON-OFF

INCLINATION KITS
√ Optional kits available
ADD-ON COUNTER WEIGHT KITS
√ Optional kits available
INDUSTRIAL TIRES HD
√ Rear long lasting tires
√ Brake pads available
√ Multiple sizes available 
VACUUM CONNECTION - PRE INSTALLED
√ Dust free operation
√ Double side inlets
CUTTING DEPTH (MAX)
√ 10' - 250mm cutting depth
STEADY & HD STRUCTURE
√ No skidding
√ Steady drive system
√ Low gravity design
APPLICATIONS
√ Industrial flooring
√ Asphalt
- Line, rubber, leveling...
√ Concrete
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PROGRIND LGR
PROGRIND LGR209G LOW GRAVITY ROAD PACK

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 200mm| 8 inch
 HONDA GX 270 |  9 HP

 55 sqm/h (600 sqf) 
Included
Optional

127 kg
150 x 55 x 106 cm

11.4430028

PROGRIND LGR2513G LOW GRAVITY ROAD PACK

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 250 mm| 10 inch
 HONDA GX 390 |  13 HP

 75 sqm/h (800 sqf) 
Included
Optional

135 kg
150 x 55 x 106 cm

11.4430029

PROGRIND DRUM CUTTING TOOLS
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PROGRIND LG

PROGRIND LOW GRAVITY  WALK-BEHIND SCARIFIER 

BRAKE SYSTEM
√ Slow down speed
√ Entire brake STOP
√ Hand brake no foot / body weight needed

CUTTING DRUMS
√ Side loaded
√ Multiple cutting drum ~ tools options
   - Wire brush
   - Steel star
   - Steel beam
   - Carbide flail
   - Carbide flat
   - Carbide tipped miller 
   - Full carbide miller 

PG CONTROLLER 
√ Cutting depth control
√ Brake system
√ Kill switch
√ Engine throttle
√ System ON-OFF

INCLINATION KITS
√ Optional kits available
ADD-ON COUNTER WEIGHT KITS
√ Optional kits available
INDUSTRIAL TIRES HD
√ Rear long lasting tires
√ Brake pads available
√ Multiple sizes available 
VACUUM CONNECTION - PRE INSTALLED
√ Dust free operation
√ Double side inlets
CUTTING DEPTH (MAX)
√ 10' - 250mm cutting depth
STEADY & HD STRUCTURE
√ No skidding
√ Steady drive system
√ Low gravity design
APPLICATIONS
√ Industrial flooring
√ Asphalt
- Line, rubber, leveling...
√ Concrete
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PROGRIND LG

PROGRIND LG209G LOW GRAVITY SCARIFIER

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 200 mm | 8 inch
 HONDA GX 270 |  9 HP

 55 sqm/h (600 sqf) 
Included
Optional

121 kg
121 x 55 x 106 cm

11.4430025

PROGRIND LG2513G LOW GRAVITY SCARIFIER

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 200 mm | 8 inch
 HONDA GX 390 |  13 HP

 70 sqm/h (750 sqf) 
Included
Optional

136 kg
121 x 55 x 106 cm

11.4430027

PROGRIND LG258E LOW GRAVITY SCARIFIER

Working width (max)
Power source | HP
Cutting speed
Vacuum connection
Brake system
Weight w/o drum 
Dimensions
Part Number no drum

 200 mm | 8 inch
 Electric motor |  7.5 HP

 65 sqm/h (700 sqf) 
Included
Optional

135 kg
121 x 55 x 106 cm

11.4430026
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VEZOS designs and manufactures, a full
range of hydraulic operated line striping
machinery equipped with innovative
technology and cost efficient solutions.
Among the range, contractors can find
walk-behind and self-propelled line
stripers ideal for parking lots,
intersections and local marking
applications; Truck mounted road
marking modules that

piston pumps for all types of coating
applications. With over 150 products,
VEZOS has the right solution for all
contractors. The company was founded
in 1970, designing and manufacturing
pneumatic pumps for the marine and
industrial market. Over the years and
under second generation management,
VEZOS group expanded its
manufacturing line offering innovative
products to the contracting and road
marking industries.

Today, VEZOS GROUP has a well-
organized distribution network around
the globe, offering solutions & cost
effective products to contractor in all
three industries.

With offices in the UK, USA and Europe,
VEZOS offers a wide series of innovative
and heavy duty spraying and surface
preparation equipment to private
contractors, municipalities, governmental
organizations and construction firms.

can be adapted to any van or truck, a
full custom built series of road striping
trucks for long line road striping and a
wide series of scarifying equipment for
line removals. Among VEZOS product
range, painting contractors in the
commercial & residential industry can
find solutions for airless paint spraying
units, drywall sanders and  

Each product that is designed MUST offer a difference to its user, it MUST be
innovative and cost effective to the industry. VEZOS design team has an aim,
an aim to differ from the competition with cutting edge solutions that define
the brands unique character.
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self-propelled | walk-behind  | truck kits | line removal
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